
LONTOVA ADVENTURE PARK ´S  REQUIREMENTS 
 
Date  
Time  
Number of people  
Total  
Manager´s  signature  
 
 
1. Lontova adventure park´s requirements state the relations between the management and 

adventure park´s customer: their rights, duties and responsibilities when using the 
attractions of adventure course.  

 
2. Requirements apply to all customers using the adventure park.  
 
3. Management reserves the right to refuse to serve any person who does not abide by the 

conditions of entry and safety rules. By failing to follow the instructions you may increase 
the risks to yourself and/or others. 

 
4. Taking part of the adventure park´s activities is on the customer´s own risk, and the 

management is not responsible for the possible damage to the customer´s health and 
property  caused by not following the current rules and regulations. 

 
5. The customer must be aware that participating in the adventure course can ruin customer´s 

clothes and any other items taken with, and that the course can be dangerous to the 
customer´s life or health when not following:  

* requirements ; 
* safety instructions;  
* staff´s guidance.  

 
6. All participants will receive a detailed safety briefing from an instructor and no participant 

will be allowed to participate without safety equipment. The activities are physically 
demanding and require a degree of agility, strength and endurance. Participants will be 
required to certify that using the adventure course meets their health conditions and 
physical abilities.  

 
7. Participants need to measure more than 140 cm in height. An adult must accompany and 

supervise any person under 14 years old on the courses. It´s supervising adults` 
responsibility to guarantee the safety and to check if all the instructions and rules are 
being followed. 

 
8. The adventure park is fully alcohol and drug free environment. Neither is allowed to enter 

the park if they are under the influence of alcohol or drugs nor use abovementioned 
psychotropic drugs. 

 
9. Do not smoke and make fire in the forest and surrounding areas. Remember that making a 

fire and smoking are permitted only in places prepared and marked for that purpose. 
 
10. Before entering the adventure course, the customer  is obliged to pay the price according 

to the fixed rates. 



 
11. During customers´ stay in the adventure park, he or she must follow all the rules and 

conditions, safety instructions and signs. 
 
12. Client must not use the adventure course if the safety strap is not fastned to the lifeline 

(safety cable). It is dangerous to your life!  
 
13. Safety equipment is for personal use only and it is forbidden to give it to the third parties. 

After finishing the adventure course the safety equipment must be retunred without any 
delay. The customer is financially responsible for the usage of adventure park´s safety 
equipment. In case of vandalism and damage caused by their careless behaviour, the 
customer must compensate all the expenses with no exceptions.  

 
14. Management reserves the right to expel and refuse sevice to  any person who does not 

abide by the conditions of entry and safety rules. Adventure park personnel has the right 
to discontinue customer´s activities on the adventure course in cases:  

* where the customer breaks rules and conditions; 
* where customer does not follow the staff´s commands;  
* adventure park is not safe (changes in weather conditions etc.). 

 
15. Any noticeable deterioration in customer´s health must result in quitting the activities on 

adventure course immediately.   
 
16. Management is not responsible for the disappearance, damage and destruction of the 

customer´s clothing items and other property, including the things left in the parking area 
and cars.  

 
17. There will be refund of entries only in cases where customer cannot use the adventure 

course because of  the circumstances arising from management. There will not be any 
refund in cases that are described under provisions 13 and 14.  

 
ADULT CUSTOMER´S CONFIRMATION: An adult customer confirms their responsibility 
for the accompanied under-age people by signing, and agrees with the abovementioned 
requirements. List names and date of births  for all under-age people the signing adult is 
responsible. 
 
Name  ID Code Phone no Signature 
 
 
CUSTOMER confirms by signing that they have read and understood all the conditions, and 
agrees to follow all the provisions.  
 
 
Name                                                                       Signature     
 
	  


